CONSULATE GENERAL OF INDIA, JEDDAH

ACCOMMODATION OF INDIAN PILGRIMS IN MADINAH – HAJ 2019

Applications are invited from all the rightful legal title holders, including Muttawffin, Landlords, Lessors and registered Building Renting Groups of residential buildings in Madinah to provide accommodation to Indian Pilgrims in the vicinity of Haram Sharief for Haj 1440 H – 2019.

Rent offer from registered Building Rental Groups in a sealed cover along with duly filled-in proforma and other documents such as Tasreeh of the building with a copy of the same can be submitted at the following address till 29th November, 2018 (1700 hrs).

Consulate General of India, Tahlia Street, Behind NCB, Jeddah (Telephone No. 012-6649379)

Rent offer from Landlords/Lessors in a sealed cover along with other documents such as Tasreeh of the building with a copy of the same can be submitted to the above address at the earliest.

The registered Building Rental Groups may visit on the ‘Haj news’ section of the website www.cgijeddah.com for proforma and further details.